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This dissertation deals with motions of the Eckart

frame in relation to molecular vibrations. The angular

motion and the angular acceleration of the Eckart frame are

treated. This includes computer calculations for vibrational

modes of ABn molecules in the C2v rC'3v C4 , D4 h, and 0h

point groups. A significant Eckart frame motion was found

at a small vibrational amplitude for the E4 mode of the AB3
C3v molecule, while other Eckart frame motions required

lrge amplitude vibrations. Eckart frame inversions were

also found in the calculations. The "ungerade" modes of

D4 h and 0 h produce no Eckart frame motions.

A technique for taking the first and second differentials

of real symmetric eigenvalue problems is developed. This

technique is applied to the first differential of the Eckart

frame matrix. An expression is found for a molecule near

equilibrium. The angular velocity of the frame is calculated

for this special case. The frame is seen to be more sen-

sitive to vibrations when the molecular mass distribution

is elongated. The torque on a molecule is related to the

second derivative of the Eckart vector matrix. A method



for calculating the angular acceleration of the frame is

discussed.

The Eckart frame and its development are reviewed.

This includes the definition of the Eckart frame, its

relation to the Euler angle matrix, Casimir Is condition,

the Eckart conditions, and the Sayvetz conditions. The

kinetic energy is presented leading to a discussion of

normal coordinate accuracy. The quantum-mechanical kinetic

energy operator is shown along with Watson's simplification

of this operator. The Jacobian of the transformation from

laboratory coordinates to Eckart-frame normal coordinates

is reviewed.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

It is well known in molecular spectroscopy that the

Eckart conditions provide a rigorous way of specifying a

molecule-fixed coordinate system which translates and

rotates relative to a space-fixed laboratory coordinate

system. For a molecule of N atoms, 3N coordinates locate

the molecule in a space-fixed system. There are 3N molecule

fixed coordinates also. In addition there are the three

Eulerian angles and the three coordinates of the origin

of the molecule-fixed system. Thus, at most 3N- 6 of the

molecule-fixed coordinates are independent. The six Eckart

conditions provide the necessary constraints.

Recently Louck and Galbraith (which I shall refer to

as LG) called attention to what they call the Eckart vectors

and the Eckart frame. These authors examined in some detail

the role of the Eckart vectors and the Eckart frame in the

theory of molecular vibrations and rotations. My interest

is in the kinematics and dynamics of the Eckart frame as a

molecule undergoes vibrations.

This work contains a review of the Eckart frame in

Chapter II. The identity between the Eckart frame matrix

and the inverse Euler matrix is also presented there. The
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development of the Eckart frame is presented in Chapter III.

This includes discussions on Casimir's condition on the

kinetic energy, the Eckart conditions, and the Eckart frame

basis vectors. Normal coordinate accuracy is discussed.

Sayvetz' extension of Casimir's conditions to molecules with

large motions is discussed. Chapter III also contains a

review of Louck's evaluation of the Jacobian of the trans-

formation from the laboratory frame to the Eckart frame.

Chapter IV contains a discussion of the angular motion

of the Eckart frame. Eckart frame motions are presented

and discussed. Symmetry properties of the Eckart frame

matrix are shown. A technique for calculating differential

changes in the Eckart frame matrix is developed and applied

to a special case. The angular velocity of the Eckart frame

is calculated in that special case.

In Chapter V the differential technique of Chapter IV

is extended and the angular acceleration of the Eckart frame

is discussed.



CHAPTER II

THE ECKART FRAME

In this chapter the Eckart vectors and the Eckart frame

are defined. Most of the material here is due to LG. It

is reproduced here for the convenience of the reader. The

Eckart vectors are given by

+a
F= m ar . (11-1)

This sum is over the N atoms in the molecule. Each atom has

+aa mass ma. The vector r is the instantaneous position of

ththe a-- atom in a laboratory fixed frame. The fixed coef-

ficients a. are components of the vectors aa along the i-t

equilibrium inertial principal axis. The vectors aa specify

the position of the aoh atom at equilibrium. Note that the

vctor1 +2+Nvectors , a , ... , a all have their origins at the center

of mass. One sees that the Eckart vectors provide a link

between the equilibrium configuration of the molecule and

the instantaneous configuration of the molecule.

Because of the center-of-mass origin of the vectors a ,

these vectors obey the center-of-mass condition

Em a = 0 (11-2)

This allows the center of mass vector R to be subtracted from

3
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the Eckart vectors, so that

F. = m aa(r -'R) . (11-3)

The center-of-mass vector relative to the laboratory frame

(see Fig. II-1) has the form

R = m r /Z m . (I-4)

With the definition x = r - R for the instantaneous position

relative to center of mass, Eq. (II-3) is

F = Z m a. x . (11-5)

It is convenient to write this in matrix notation as

F =Zmcx cx cx-6
jk a x ak

or

F=XMA

The Eckart vector matrix F is a 3 x 3 matrix whose columns

are formed from the components of the three Eckart vectors

F . The instantaneous configuration matrix X is a 3 x N

matrix whose columns contain the components of the N

instantaneous position vectors icxa. The matrix M is the

N x N diagonal mass matrix. Here A is the transpose of

the equilibrium configuration matrix
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FigII-1 Theth
Fig. 1--. The posItion ofAthe a& nucleus relative to the

Ekart fre {f, f2  f3 } and the laboratory frame
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1  2 N
a a1 ... a1
1 2 N

A= a a2 ... a . (11-7)
2 2 s

1 2 N
a3 a3 ... a3

The columns of this matrix contain components of the equili-

brium position vectors a . The components of this matrix

are constants.

A

The vectors f1 , f2 , and f3 are the basis vectors of

the Eckart frame. They are defined in terms of the Eckart

vectors by the equation

f = FG-1/ 2  . (11-8)

The Eckart frame matrix f is a 3 x 3 matrix containing the

A

components of the Eckart basis vectors f analogous to the

Eckart vector matrix in Eq. (11-6).

The matrix G-1/2 is defined in the following way, The

matrix G is the Gram matrix of the Eckart vectors

1F-1 1 2 1 3

G= F2 1 2 2 2 3 ((11-9)

3 F1 3 2 3'3

It is positive definite for all nonlinear molecules. It

follows that G 1 is also positive definite. Thus we define

G 1/2 to be the positive definite matrix satisfying

G- 1/ 2 G-1/2 G 1 . The Gram matrix is symmetric since
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G = FF (II-10)

The eigenvalue problem for G is

GU = UA (II-1l)

The eigenvector matrix U is an orthogonal matrix formed from

the eigenvectors i, analogously to F. The eigenvalue matrix

A is

0

0

0

0

0

0 (II-12)

Hence one has

G = U A- 2 i

-1/2

0l

0

0

12

0

0

0

-1/2
3

(II-13)

(II-14)

The physical significance of the Eckart vector matrix

F and the Eckart frame matrix f has been established by

Redding and Hougen.3 They define a matrix with the form

1/2~--AF 1
U = A U F (II-15)

The matrix Q is shown to be a pure rotation matrix equivalent

where
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to the Euler matrix S provided that the Eckart conditions are

satisfied. The Euler matrix S specifies the orientation of

the molecular axis system with respect to the space fixed

axis system. Thus one may establish that

Q = S = f . (11-16)

The following two expressions are equivalent

r = R + S (a +d 0 )

r R + f(a + 0 (11-17)

The vectors d 0 are displacements from equilibrium as seen by

an observer who is in the molecule-fixed coordinate frame.



CHAPTER III

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ECKART FRAME

Although the Eckart frame is widely used in molecular

spectroscopy, the number of works dealing with the Eckart

constraints and the Eckart frame directly is not large.

Eckart's original paper appeared in 1935. 'This was followed

by Sayvetz' 4 generalization of the Eckart conditions in 1939.

Symmetry properties of the Eckart frame were examined by

2 5
LG in 1976. Louck also calculated the Jacobian of the

normal-coordinate-Eckart-frame transformation in that year.

Most other works have dealt with the Eckart conditions and

the Eckart frame only tangentially while developing the

molecular vibrational Hamiltonian. Examples of this are

Wilson and Howard,6 Darling and Dennison, Nielsen,8 and

Watson. 9 Louck's article mentioned above also deals with

the vibrational Hamiltonian,

Casimir' s Condition

Eckart's article of 1935 deals primarily with finding

a coordinate frame in which the normal coordinate treatment

of molecular vibrations is valid. Eckart developed the

constraints and the frame itself, and then discussed the

validity of the normal coordinate treatment of molecular

9
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vibrations. The development of Casimir's conditions and the

Eckart conditions which follows is primarily due to Ferigle

and Weber in 1952.10 The notation used here differs from

theirs only slightly.

To find a coordinate system in which the normal coor-

dinate treatment is valid, a coordinate transformation is

made to a translating, rotating coordinate frame. Then the

form of the kinetic energy T is examined. A coordinate

transformation of this type is

+k -* +k
r = R + c + k j q . (111-1)

JJ

The origin of the moving frame relative to the laboratory

frame is R. The vectors c are constant vectors in the

moving coordinate system. They represent the equilibrium

thposition of the k- nucleus. The vectors, are also
k j

constant vectors in the moving frame. These vectors specify

th th
the amplitude and direction of the k- nucleus in the j-

vibrational mode. In this sense they can be said to

"generate" the normal coordinate motions of the molecule.

thThe total displacement of the k- nucleus from equilibrium is

k. This has the form

ak
= Z dkjj . (111-2)

Because c and akj are constant vectors in the moving

coordinate frame, they are related to the laboratory frame by
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-+k -1 +k
c S (a )a

p

and

-1 S a d .(III-3)d kap okj

where a and d okj are fixed vectors in the laboratory frame

as defined in Chapter II. The matrix S(a ) is the rotation
p

matrix connecting the basis vectors {f1 , f2  f3 } of the

moving frame with the basis factors {1, 2' k3} of the

laboratory frame. Here aP is used for "external" coordinates

which fix the position of the moving frame. The external

dependence is more explicit in the form

+*k+
r = Tk(aP)+ Zpkj (a )q. (III-4)

k Jk p

where

k(a p) -R + c

and

(a )= d.kj (111-5)

The kinetic energy T must be calculated now.

4-k -k2TZ= mk r -*r (III-6)
k

The velocities are

+;k k k'r= E + E k q., + , (111-7)
p 9 Ot Ppjpj 3 p j k-3

p p

In this coordinate system, the kinetic energy has the form,



2T=Z A , Z , + B . j.+ I C..,elq.,
pp P) p p pj p j jj J J

where

A =A 0 + ZA ,.q,+ Z A ,, .qq.
pp pp' pp'J J pp'JJ J J

J J

B .= B. + ZB ,jR q ,

iJ k k kj kj

A0  ~ k kA = E m .k 3 -k
pp' k k Ta p 3a ,k p p'

A =Em k k kj DTk +kj

pp'J k k 3a , 3 p , 3a

pplj 1k k

B 0 = EM
P3 k k

D (kj

p

kj
3ap

9 k +

9 kj

and

kJ
Bp. =0m .kj

p]' k k 9cp kj'n ap

In matrix notation, Eq. (111-8) is

2T = oAa + dBq + qCq (111-10)

For the normal coordinate treatment to be valid, the

dependence of T on the generalized velocity 4 must be

quadratic. This is not the case since the matrix B above

12

(III-8)

(111I-9)
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does not in general vanish. However examination of B . in

Eq. (111-9) shows that B , is approximately B0 . when all of
p3 pJ

the coordinates q. are small. The normal coordinate treat-
J

ment of molecular vibrations is good for small vibrations

if B0  is required to be zero. This requirement is the
- i -p - _ _ _ __

origin of the Eckart constraints.

The requirement that B0 , be zero is known as Casimir' s
p3

condition. Eckart discussed the situations under which

Casimir 's condition is met. Sayvetz generalized Casimir's

condition to apply to linear molecules and to molecules with

large internal motions. Examples of large internal motions

are large amplitude vibrations and internal rotations. The

vibration of ammonia during which the nitrogen nucleus passes

through the plane of the hydrogen is a case of a large amplitude

vibration. In ethane one methyl group may rotate about the

bond connecting the two methyl groups, This is a case of

large internal rotations, Sayvetz' work is discussed below.

The Eckart Conditions

Ekcart developed the Eckart frame for semie-rigid non-

linear molecules in his 1935 article. The development which

follows for the Eckart frame of a semi-rigid molecule will

continue to follow the notation of Ferigle and Weber because

of its clarity. In the case here there are six coordinates

a , They are the moving frame's origin R and the moving

frame's rotational orientation corrdinates such as the
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Euler angles of the moving frame. One sees from Eq. (111-8)

+-+kthat the derivatives of R and c with respect to these

translational and rotational coordinates are needed. For

the translational coordinates ap is one of {X,Y,Z}. Thus

DR
Da pp
p

and

- 0
a (III-11)

th
Here again k is the p- basis vector of the laboratory

p

frame. Taking the rotational coordinates aF to be infini-
p

tesimal rotations about the moving frame basis vectors,

the derivatives are

DR
Da 0
p

and

+*kDc ^-+k
-=P f xc
3a p
p

Thus for the aP corresponding to translations

+ +k

B = 0 Emk D(R+c) .
pJ3 k k k aD kj

Casimir' s condition requires that B. = 0, that is
PJ3

p kakj
k

Since this must be true for all orientations of the moving

(III-12)

(111-13)

(111-14)
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frame, this implies

E mk
k

or

Z mk kE= zmk ka =j (III-15)
k kj

This is the form of the Eckart constraint due to translation.

If the origin of the molecular coordinate frame is assumed

to be the center of mass when the molecule is at equilibrium,

i.e.,

k
(111-16)

then Eqs. (11-15) take on a more familiar form. That is

+>k+Emk x =
k

For o corresponding to frame rotations

B I mk(fP xCk
P k k p kj

=f zm $ kj .

Hence Casimir's condition yields

E m k c k

Summing over normal coordinate yields

ZEmk c =
k

(IIi-17)

(III-18)

(111-19)

(111-20)
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+k +k +
C x:x = 0

k
(III-21)

This is Eckart's second set of constraints.

The basis vectors of the Eckart frame can be found from

Eq1. (111-21). In terms of the basis vectors f., Eq. (111-21)

is

E m a ffx. (x -f)f = 0
..lc( 1 J J

cvl1

or

fk m(axa. - a%. Y] = 0
k t Ear

In terms of the Eckart vectors 9 this is

1 J J 1

(111-22)

(11-23)

From this equation it is apparent that the Gram matrix is

thimportant because its (i,j)-- element is P. -F . . The vector
1 J

form of Eq. (11-8) is

(111-24)
^ + -1/2f= F(G

k k kj

Substitution of this into Eq. (111-23) shows that it is a

solution.

Classical Kinetic Energy and Normal Coordinate Accuracy

The question of the limits of usefulness of the Eckart

frame comes to mind immediately. Eckart pursued this question

in his original article about the frame. He showed that

uvmmlm
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if one of the vibrational frequencies was much lower than the

others, then the normal coordinate treatment is not good even

if the calculations are done in the Eckart frame. To see

this, one needs the kinetic energy in normal coordinates,

their conjugate momenta, and the angular momenta conjugate

to the angular position of the frame. Assume that the

potential energy is independent of the angular velocities

and the normal velocities. The conjugate momenta are deter-

mined by the kinetic energy in this case. The vectors

w, q, and 4, etc. used here are column vectors whose com-

ponents are P , w, q1 , 4., and so forth. From Eq. (III-10),

the conjugate angular momenta are

+ I T +4 +
P - Aw + B (III-25)

where w is used for the angular velocities & . Similarly
p

the conjugate normal momenta are

+ DT + -* +
P- -B( + C4 .(111-26)

Thus the normal velocities are

C P C B+ (111-27)

This yields

P I' o + L

or

w = (P - L) (III-28)
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where the effective inertial matrix 1' is

I' = A BC B (111-29)

and its inverse p is

11 = I'. -B -l
= (A - BC B) (111-30)

The vector L, given by

+ - +
L= BC p (III-31)

is similar to the vibrational angular momentum but does not

contain the term dependent on w which the true vibrational

angular momentum contains. In these, the kinetic energy is

(111-32)2T= (L +pC p

Care should be taken here. This expression is classical.

The full quantum expression for the kinetic energy operator

is shown below.

Eckart used Eqs. (111-25) and (111-26) and the fact

that B vanishes to expresses the conjugate momenta asPj3

P,. A o, + A.o q, + Al .., o q, q,1 1 . ipj p , ip33 p 3 jp33

+ Z B,, , ,q ,
1J] J 3

and

P, = C4, + Z B q ,o q,
1 1 P1J p (III-33)
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In deriving these forms for P. and p, Eckart used several

restrictions. He assumed that the equilibrium orientation

of the frame is an inertial principal axis frame, which

gives A? a diagonal form. That is

A? A.6.
lp i p (III-34)

He also restricted the matrix C.., to the form
3J

C ., =cj6..,
j3 33 (111-35)

From this expression the normal velocities, angular velocities

and the vibrational quasi-angular-momentum are

. cc-1N -1q. = c Pi -c Z B w oq.
9 .P1J P '3Jp

t t Ltc + ( qs astj + ... )t -Lt)J s

and

Lt =ij(pq- ~pjiq)Btij -(I1I-36)
ifj>i 'J J'tj(1-6

In the last equation above the antisymmetry of interchange

of the indices i and j is used. This is because

tij f m d x d
tlJ t t a aj (111-37)

In terms of Eq. (111-36), the kinetic energy is
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2 -KL 2
2T= p,2 c +z (P -L ) /A

Is s s s

+ I q a.t (P -L )(P -L )+ ... . (111-38)
ist

Order of magnitude approximations are now useful in

evaluating the convergence of the last expression above for

the kinetic energy. Suppose that

q ~ (AI/c o) 1/2

and

1i
(111-39)

thus the combined approximation is

p, q, 1(w /W.l2
J3 31J

(111-40)

One may take the constants c , A and a, as all having
ist

approximately the same value. The rotational angular

momentum Pt tmay be taken as approximately i4. If all w are
I1

approximately the same, then Lt is approximately A. This is

substantiated by comparisons of Eqs. (111-40) and (111-36).

In this situation, the quantity c ~(A/cw)1 /2 can be used as

a small perturbation parameter, Then the terms in Eq.

(111-38) are seen to have the values ho, e2hw, and c3hw,

respectively. The normal coordinate treatment is good to

second order in this case.
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If however one of the normal frequencies is much smaller

than the others, then Eq. (111-40) implies that some terms

in Lt are large. Even though B,, vanishes, the normal coor-

dinate treatment is no longer good. This is Eckart's result

concerning Casimir's condition. Note that the Eckart frame

has not failed to be well defined here, but instead the

normal coordinate treatment has failed to provide a quickly

convergent means of calculating the kinetic energy.

The Sayvetz Conditions

As mentioned earlier, Sayvetz extended Casimir's con-

dition to molecules with large amplitude vibrations and other

large internal motions. The results of this broader use of

Casimir's condition are known as Sayvetz' conditions. The

extension is done by adding additional coordinates and an

equal number of additional constraints. The space-fixed

position is defined as

+k +kr =T (a ) + Z kj(p ) q (111-41)
J

As usual the q. are normal coordinates. The set of coordi-
J

nates {aP} is composed of two subsets. The first subset is

{a'}, which contains the center of mass and frame orientation

coordinates. The second subset is the set of anomalous coor-

dinates {a"} which represent large amplitude vibrations and
p

internal rotations.

% mmlo M Imml awwwwonamm
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The kinetic energy has the same form as it did earlier.

The matrix B has the form

B M = B + Z B ,, q., (111-42)

as before. However in this Case casimir's condition of

setting BO . to zero produces additional constraints, one for

p
Two examples of the additional Sayvetz' constraints are

those for molecules such as ammonia and ethane. Ammonia is

an AB3 molecule which undergoes a large amplitude umbrella

motion during which the nitrogen penetrates the plane of

the hydrogen. Ethane undergoes internal rotations about a

bond connecting the two methyl groups. Consider ammonia.

In an equilibrium inertial axis frame, a choice of equili-

brium position vectors is

C = -(S/2)f - (7/6)S f 2  (m1/3m2)Zf 3

1÷2 A 21 A

+*2
c = (S/2)f1 - (/3/5)S f2 -(m 1 /3m2 )Zf3

+*3c = + (/3/6)S f2 -(m 1 /3m2 )zf3

+4>A
c - Z f 3  . (111-43)

The mass of the nucleus A (nitrogen) is m1 and the masses of

the nuclei B (hydrogen) are each m 2. The length S is that of

the side of an equilateral triangle. Note that the lengths
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of the c 's are not constants in time as they would be for

semi-rigid molecules.

Casimir's condition B = 0 in this case leads to a
p3

seventh constraint since Z is used as a coordinate of the

al" type. The entire set of constraints is
p

Em d = 0

E m ca +d

and

A -*4
f -* = 0 . f3 d

The seventh constraint restricts the normal modes from pro-

ducing a motion of the A nucleus along the f3 axis.

In the case of ethane the additional coordinate is the

angle between the two methyl groups. This angle is measured

by projecting the vector connecting the carbon nucleus in

each methyl group and one of its hydrogen atom onto a plane

which is perpendicular to the bond between the two carbon

atoms. The angle between the projections is the angle which

is measured. The rotation axis between the carbon nuclei

is taken to be along f3. This leads to the additional

constraint

E M a x d .) -f 3= 0 .
S=0
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The sum over a is only over the nuclei of one methyl group.

This constraint means that the angular momentum of each
A

methyl group along f3 vanishes separately to first order.

Sayvetz' constraints also produce changes in the form

of the Hamiltonian. In the AB3 molecule, for example, the

potential energy is no longer a function of the normal

coordinates alone, but also includes the additional

coordinate,

U = U(q1, q2' '''' q5, Z) (111-46)

This leads to an expansion of the form

U = U (Z) + Z b.., (Z) q. q, +
0 .. , JJ J ,JJJ

(111-47)

The form of the kinetic energy is also different. This is

so because

4k + + 4k 4k (111-48)
x =W x x + c +

4k ftk egcontains the terms c and dk. The kinetic energy T and the

vibrational quasi-angular momentum both have new forms.

More recently Hougen, Bunker and Johns1 have published

some results for the non-linear triatomic molecule in which

the bending angle undergoes large angle vibrations. In the

notation used here

-+k +k 1r R + c ' + jq.
T kr

The quantities T k ( ad k3 p) r

(111-49)
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+-+k
Tk(oNFp) = + c (',P)

and

kjp =kj

The additional constraint due to the additional coordinate

p is

E rndcl = 0
k kdp kj

or

+k
dc k

Zmk p - = 0 - (III-51)
k k dp

It is not apparent in the literature whether Hougen, Bunker,

and Johns were aware of the work of Sayvetz when they pub-

lished their article.

Since the article of Hougen, Bunker, and Johns, the

"rigid bender" Hamiltonian has been developed by Bunker and

Stone12 and the "non-rigid bender" Hamiltonian has been

developed by Hoy and Bunker, These formalisms are now

being used to determine structure constants for triatomic

and larger non-linear molecules.1 4 ,1 5

The Molecular Kinetic Energy Operator

The derivation of the quantum-mechanical molecular

rotation-vibration Hamiltonian in the Eckart frame has

received considerable attention as was mentioned at the

beginning of this chapter.59 A full discussion of the
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development of the rotation-vibration Hamiltonian is beyond

the scope of this work. Only a cursory discussion of the

kinetic energy operator is presented here.

In terms of the generalized coordinates q., the classical
J

kinetic energy is

2T = Z g 4i4 . (111-52)
1J

The matrix elements g, are transformation coefficients from

the inertial laboratory frame to the generalized frame. The

explicit dependencies on mass are also contained in g. In

terms of the momenta p. conjugate to qj, the kinetic energy

is

2T = Z gi p, p. (111-53)

ij th
The elements g are the (i,j)- element of the inverse of

16
gj ,.Podolsky showed in 1928 that the correct kinetic

energy operator corresponding Eq. (111-53) is

2To = Z 9-g1/ 4  1/2 jk -1/4
T =jk pg g k (1II-54)

op jk k

Here g is the determinant of the matrix gjk The operator

p has the form

P 1 q . (111-55)
I Dj

In the case of the Eckart frame, Eq. (111-54) is
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2T O-Z /4 ( L +1/2 (-L1/42T = E .-l/P -L )+l/2 (P -L)
"0p oa c oa3 f38

-l/4 +1/2 -1 -1/4
+ Z P PU P C a p p1. (III-56)

This is expressed in the component form of the notation used

earlier. The quantity p used here is the determinant of

the reciprocal effective inertial tensor p . It is worth

noting that Watson 9 simplified Eq. (111-56). His result is

2T = Z (P - L)y (P -L v-/4 v .
Upa a 8aa

+ E PCl p .

This form is useful since the determinant p need not be cal-

culated. Louck5 also rederived this result in a recent

article.

The Jacobian of the Laboratory Frame to

Eckart Frame Transformation

Louck's article mentioned above also contained another

pertinent result, the Jacobian of the transformation from the

laboratory frame to the Eckart frame with normal coordinates.

That forty years passed between the original development of

this coordinate transformation and the evaluation of its

Jacobian is surprising. Louck developed a closed form

expression for the Jacobian. No systematic investigation

of the zeroes of the Jacobian has been made.

The Jacobian of a coordinate transformation is

j = detJ ((III-58)
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th
The (ci,k)- component of the matrix J is

Dx.
J = I

tk
(III-59)

The quantities tk are the transformed coordinate. Here they

are

tk =Rk (k = 1, 2, 3)

tk k-3 (k = 4, 5, 6)

and tk k-6 (k = 7, ... , 3N) . (111-60)

The ck are parameters associated with rotation about fk. The

"original" coordinates x as expressed earlier are

xW = R + f ,(a + Z d ' qP)
I k ij jifO]]

-* x +1 (III-61)

The derivatives needed to evaluate the Jacobian are

DRk ik

xk ck kOJ] J

1 ok
(111-62)

In order to obtain the Jacobian, Eq. (111-58) itself is

not solved. Instead a matrix g is defined

g = JM' J (III-63)
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i.e.,

gkk' . maC I Dt kD t k'

The matrix M' here is a 3N x 3N diagonal matrix with each mass

m repeated three times, The determinate of g is

detg = 2(I m (1II-64)

The value of the Jacobian can be found by evaluating the

determinate of g. The elements of g are found directly be

using Eq. (111-62), Eq. (11-15) and Eq. (111-19). The

matrix g has the form

M 0 0

0 To . T

. . I3N-6

(111-65)

Here S' is 3x3, T is (3N-6) x3 and I is the a x a identity

matrix. The quantity m is the total mass of.the nuclei.

After considerable algebra, it can be shown that

det g =(m3 det 0')2 det G2) 2detG20) . (111-66)

The Jacobian is

j = [m/llm 3/ 2 (det' ) (det' )(det G2 )(detG2 0 )l/2 (III-67)

The matrix Q' is defined in terms of the derivatives of the

Eckart frame matrix with respect to the parameters Ck. Since
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f is an orthogonal matrix, the derivative has the form

= ff (111-68)

The matrix Q is antisymmetric. Thus it has the form

kk
(Gki) = k k' ,Zm . (III-69)

Here ckm is the antisymmetric tensor. The matrix Q' is

defined to have the components Q . The matrices G2 and

G20 are defined in terms of the matrices G1 and G10 as

G2 3 tr G1 - G1

and

G20 3 tr G10 - G10(11170)

Here G1 and G10 are defined in terms of the Eckart vectors as

10
(G1 ).. = Z m a?(i -f)

and

(G 1 0 ) 1 . = I m aT(9 f .)(10 ij Zma a i (c

= E m a, a . (111-71)
a i j

The nature of the Jacobian has not been investigated for

vibrational motions of molecules. It is worth noting that

G20 is identical with the equilibrium inertial tensor.

However, G2 is not related to the instantaneous inertial

tensor in so simply a way. Instead it connects the equilibrium
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configuration to the instantaneous configuration as viewed

from the Eckart frame. Also the determinant of Q' contains

information about the rotational orientation of the Eckart

frame. It is shown below that the orientation of the Eckart

frame depends on the instantaneous configuration of the

molecule.



CHAPTER IV

ANGULAR MOTION OF THE ECKART FRAME

Examination of Eq. (111-28) shows that there are two

components of the angular velocity of the Eckart frame. One

component is due to the total angular momentum P of the

molecule. The other is due to the vibrational quasi-angular

momentum L of the molecule. Thus a question arises. How

significant are molecular vibrations in the angular motion

of the Eckart frame?

A little reflection shows that several factors influence

the angular motions of the Eckart frame due to molecular

vibrations. Symmetry is important both from the viewpoint

of the point group of the equilibrium configuration and from

the viewpoint of the symmetry species of the mode of vibration.

Dynamical properties are involved as well. The mass distri-

bution within the molecule has its impact through the inertial

tensor. Vibrational amplitude also has a dynamic impact.

There are two possible approaches to this problem.

First, Eqs. (11-28) and (III-31) can be used to calculate

the vibrational quasi-angular momentum. Then the angular

velocity of the frame can be calculated. The drawback to

this approach is that -p, the inverse of the effective

inertial tensor, must be calculated. The other approach

32
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is to work with Eq. (1I-8), the definition of the Eckart

frame matrix, to examine the motion of the frame directly.

This is the approach taken here.

Calculations

In order to examine the nature of Eckart frame motions

due to vibrations, computer calculations were done for the

molecular point groups listed in Table I. These groups

include C 2v' C 3v' C , D4h, and 0 h. For each of these groups

a type of molecule, such as AB2 for C2 , was chosen. The

equilibrium configuration A and the masses M were chosen to

be geometrically similar to some existing molecule. (The

sole exception here is the C4v (AB4 ) example.) For instance,

the C27 calculations are based on CIO2. The atomic masses

of Cl and 0 in atomic mass units were used. The 0-Cl-0 bond

angle of 117035' was used to calculate A. However, for the

sake of convenience, bond lengths of 1.0 units were chosen

whenever possible.

The instantaneous position matrix X was generated by

incrementing k in

X = A + kD (IV-l)

The matrix D of displacements from equilibrium was chosen to

generate the internal symmetry coordinate displacements for

each normal mode. The lengths of the vectors comprising D

satisfy Eckart's center-of-mass condition Z m d = 0, and
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were chosen so that the molecule undergoes large amplitude

motions as k varies from 0.0 to 1.0.

A listing of the program used in these calculations is

in Appendix A. Double precision matrix routines were used

in all calculations. All input data were accurate to ten

significant figures. A brief description of the calculations

is presented here. Some of the equations from Chapter II

are repeated here for the convenience of the reader. Each

X matrix for a given value of k was used to calculate F in

F = XMA

This in turn was used to calculate G in

G = FF

The G matrix was diagonalized via the Jacobi method which

generates U and A. The matrix G-1/2 was obtained using

-1/2

A -1/2 -1/2
2

-1/2
3_

and

- 1/2 - 1/2 ~Gf= UtA" U l

The Eckart frame matrix was then calculated using

f = 1/2
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In addition, the inertial principal axes were calculated by

diagonalizing the inertial tensor through the Jacobi method.

In terms of the matrices used here, the inertial tensor I

is

I = I3(trXMX) -X M . (IV-2)

The matrix 13 is the 3>x 3 unit matrix. The inertial prin-

cipal axes were included only for comparison.

Table I contains a summary of the computer calculations.

The main results found in the table are noted here. Several

modes of vibration in some symmetry groups showed incremental

motion of the Eckart frame as changes in the f matrix. Most

of the Eckart frame motions became significant only at large

vi'brationalamplitudes. However, the E4a mode of the C3v

molecule required only small vibrations. The correlation

between Eckart frame motion and off-diagonal changes in the

F matrix should be noted. Off-diagonal changes in the F

matrix are indicated as dF = OD in Table I.

A second result of the calculations involves Eckart

frame inversions. These are abrupt sign changes in one or

more columns of the f matrix. In cases of planar molecules

with in-plane motions, the interchange of columns of this

matrix is equivalent to an inversion of the frame basis

vector perpendicular to the molecular plane. Many inversions

occurred, mostly for large vibrational motions. Some of them
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are not physically realizable because they would require one

nucleus to pass through another. Others are physically

realizable however. An example is the umbrella motion of

a C3v (AB3 ) molecule such as ammonia. The correlation

between Eckart frame inversions and diagonal incremental

changes in the F matrix should be noted. These changes

are denoted as dF = D in Table I.

Another result is that 0 h and D4h molecules did not

show any Eckart frame changes, except for one mode which

undergoes a reflection in each case. The lack of any change

in the Eckart frame is partly attributable to lack of change

in F. This is denoted by dF = 0 in Table I. The F matrix

did not change for any of the ungerade modes of molecules

of these two symmetry groups.

Matrix Symmetries of the Eckart Vectors

The connection between equilibrium inertial principal

axes on one hand and the Eckart frame and the Eckart vectors

on the other hand is given by Eq. (11-6). Define F0 to be

F at equilibrium, that is

F0 = AMA . (IV-3)

In component form this is

(F )wa. IVm ea
0 j aa 1 3

Comparison of this with Eq. (IV-2) shows that the off -diagonal
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elements of F0 are the same as the equilibrium off-diagonal

elements of the inertial tensor. This is equivalent to

saying that the equilibrium Eckart frame and the equilibrium

principal axis frame coincide.

It is well to point out at this juncture that the

numbers a. are fixed once and for all by the equilibrium

configuration one chooses for the particular molecule in

question. The interpretation given is that the vectors a

themselves depend on the frame one is considering. Their

components have fixed numerical values, regardless of the

frame. We may emphasize this by writing a general a -type

vector a where

a =Z au . (IV-4)
i i

The iu, u2' 3 are basis vectors of some arbitrary frame.

This is consistent with the definition of c in Eq. (111-3).

Indeed an expression for the c vectors is

c =Ea f 2  . (IV-5)

A matrix equivalent to this and Eq. (111-3) is

C' = fA , (IV-6)

where C' is a 3 x N matrix analogous to X and A.

The form of the F matrix in a general set of basis

vectors is related to the Eckart conditions in terms of
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matrix symmetry. In order to see this one uses the notion

of the Gibbsian cross of a matrix. If V is a 3 x 3 matrix,

its Gibbsian cross is a vector V whose components are

defined in terms of V by

() = c ijk . IV7
i jk ikjk (IV-7)

Here, E6ijk is the antisymmetric tensor. The Gibbsian cross

of the F matrix is the vector F, given by

F = m a'x x . (IV-8)

The right hand side contains the ordinary vector cross

product. In the Eckart frame, one has

F = E m c xx , (IV-9)

since a, = c in this frame. But the Eckart condition is

+*a-+acxx 0 , (IV-10)

i.e., the right hand side of Eq. (IV-9) vanishes. Thus one

has

F. . = F., (i j) (IV-ll)
iJJi

in the Eckart frame. Hence the F matrix is symmetric in the

Eckart frame.

For some other frame not coincident with the Eckart

frame, having a different set of aa vectors, Eq. (IV-4) and
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Eq. (IV-8) yield

F = E m (Za,u)x x . (IV-12)
a ii

Subtracting zero in the form of Eq. (IV-10), that is the

Eckart conditions, gives

F = m [Z a(u - )]x (IV-13)
a i12

This emphasizes the frame dependence of the a vectors and

shows that the F matrix need not be symmetric in an arbitrary

frame.

Differential changes in the matrix F can be expressed as

dF = d(XMA)

= dX(MA) . (IV-14)

The differential matrix dX corresponds to a change in the

position of the nuclei. In cases such as the normal mode

vibrations where the motions are "generated" by a constant

matrix, Eq. (IV-14) takes the form

dF = dx DMA . (IV-15)

Here dx is a scalar differential and D is a 3 x N matrix of

displacement vectors ga defined by Eq. (III-2). Then the

Gibbsian cross of dF is

di, = dx Z ma a 'aCIO . (IV-16)
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This implies that dF has symmetry properties similar to F.

These matrix symmetry properties were substantiated by the

calculations.

Differential Changes in the Eckart Frame:

A General Discussion

Consider differential changes in the Eckart frame. The

differential of Eq. (11-8) is

df = d F G-1/ 2 + FdG 1/ 2  (IV-17)

where

dG 1 /2 = dUA-1/2 U - 1/2 UA 3 /2 dA U +UA' 2 dU . (IV-18)

The differential matrices dU and dA are related through the

eigenvalue problem for G. The columns of the matrix dU are

made of the components of the differential vectors dU1 .

The matrix dA is a diagonal matrix whose elements are dXi.

In order to calculate the differential changes in the

Eckart frame df, the differentials dU and dA must be calcu-

lated from C. Before doing this it is helpful to consider

the quadratic surface associated with G. Since G is positive

definite, the surface will in general be an ellipsoid-(see

Fig. IV-1). In order to relate this to the eigenvectors

embed a unit sphere in the ellipsoid. The axes of the

ellipsoid are given by X' U . Since the eigenvectors

I are unit vectors they terminate on the unit sphere. The
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Fig. IV-1. The eigenvectors U and the ellipsoid associated
with the Gram matrix G.
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-1/2
lengths of the axes of the ellipsoid are X . As the

matrix G changes, the ellipsoid will change also. Rotations

of the ellipsoid will cause the eigenvectors to rotate in

the unit sphere. A differential rotation will be seen as

differential dU. The shape of the ellipsoid may also change.

For example, the ellipsoid may change from an oblate spheroid

to a prolate spheroid. This is seen as a variation in the

length of the axes, that is a variation in X . A differ-

ential change of shape will be seen as differential change

in eigenvalue dA.

The connection between dU and dX, is through the

differential of the eigenvalue equation. These are connected

to the molecule by the differential dG. These are given by

dG = dFF + Fd F (IV-19)

and

dG U 1 + GdU.=dX 1 U+X dU1  . (IV-20)

The matrix G is symmetric since each term on the right of

Eq. (IV-19) is the transpose of the other. This suggests

a technique for calculating dU and dA. After rearrangement,

Eq. (IV-20) is

(G - X )d. = (dX -dG), . (IV-21)

Take the inner product with U.. Then one has
J

(X . - X )(iUi ,dU.) = dA 6 ,.- (0 dG E.) . (IV-22)
1 3 21 i Ij J
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The Kronecker delta appears here because the U. are taken to

be orthonormal. In order to proceed further, two cases

must be considered separately, i.e., the non-degenerate

Gram matrix and the degenerate Gram matrix.

The non-degenerate case: Since X\, / . when i j,
1 J

one has

4(Uj,,dG U)
(Udu . (IV-23)

The differential of the orthonormality condition is

(Ufd.) = -(dU.,U.) . (IV-24)
1 -1 1 1

Since the vectors U, are real, this equation implies that

dU. is orthogonal to U,. This can be seen easily on the

unit sphere. Thus the sum of the components of dU. is

U, dGU,
dU = i. 1 (IV-25)

The matrix form of the inner product is used in the numerator

in the equation above. It is known17 that an equation with

a singular operator as in Eq. (IV-21) has a solution only

if the term on the right hand side is orthogonal to the

singular eigenvector. That is

(U , [dX , - dG]U.) = 0
1 1 1

or
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dX, = U, dGU, (IV-26)

in matrix notation.

The degenerate case: Caution is needed when dealing

with differentials in the degenerate case. This is because

an arbitrary linear combination of degenerate eigenvectors

is also an eigenvector. Indeed, if the coefficients KO

are normalized, then

GU' 1 XU(IV-27)

where

+ Qi
U =ZU. K . (IV-28)

Here i ranges over the distinct eigenvalues and v and f

range from 1 to d., where d, is the degeneracy of X,. In

the case at hand, d, is either two or three. The ellipsoid

associated with G has a circular cross section in the doubly

degenerate case. It is a sphere in the triply degenerate

case. There are no preferred directions in the plane of the

circular cross section. Any pair of orthogonal vectors will

serve as axes of the ellipsoid in that plane.

There are several ways in which a degenerate ellipsoid

can change. The ellipsoid can rotate rigidly remaining

degenerate. This will result in a non-zero dU while dA

vanishes. The degenerate ellipsoid can alter its shape.
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This will lift the degeneracy. In this case dA will not

vanish. The degenerate ellipsoid can also simply expand,

remaining degenerate. In this case again dA will not vanish.

The degenerate ellipsoid can of course also undergo a combi-

nation of the above changes.

In the case where the degeneracy of G is lifted, pertur-

bation theory17'18 suggests a means of calculating dU and

dA. As mentioned earlier there are no preferred eigenvectors

in the degenerate subspace when G is degenerate. As the

degeneracy is lifted a preferred set of eigenvectors will

appear. This preferred set can be determined as follows.

The differential of Eq. (IV-27) is

(G-X,)du = (dN -dG)! . (IV-29)
2- J1 1 2-V

Take the inner product of this with U. where X. 5 X. Then
DY j

one has

(X. -X.)(U. ,dE )= - (i dGi. )K0  , (IV-30)
J 3 Y vjy

where Eq. (IV-28) has been used. This gives only those

components of du! which are orthogonal to the degenerate

subspace. Denote this orthogonal part of dU! as dU!
Jlv lvi

Then

U. dG U K

dU = U, .43 y(IV-31)
iV 2 j 2 D-

YJ
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By the theorem cited earlier, the right hand side of

Eq. (IV-29) must be orthogonal to all the singular eigen-

vectors Of (G-X. That is

(U ,Y,[dX, - dG] ZUi $K =0
iy i fi3 Sv

for all y, v . (IV-32)

This is an eigenvalue problem for K . In matrix notation

it is

U'' dGU'K = K dA'.' . (IV-33)
I 1 1

Here U. is a 3x d, matrix whose columns are made of the

components of U, . The diagonal matrix dA' is ad. x d,
1V 1 1 1

matrix containing the differential eigenvalues d2 . The

components of K 0iare K0.

The part of dU' which is within the degenerate subspace
1V

has not been specified, In fact any quantity of the form

dU! = dU! + E W U.(IV-34)

is a solution to Eq. (IV-29). This is so because

(G-X E W U. = 0 . (IV-35)

The arbitrariness in dUv is understandable. Since the

matrix G does not uniquely specify the set of vectors U ,

one would not expect changes in this set to be well defined.
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All that is known is that the change from U, to U' must
lv 2Jv

be achieved.

One way to deal with this difficulty is to define

I (C) =Z U, (C) K- (C)iv is so

where

K = 6 + (KO -6 )O(E - . (IV-36)$v v f$v0

Here 0 (c - 0 ) is the step function ande0 is the value of

the parameter F at which an abrupt change in U, happens.

The differential of Ui is now

+ + oidU = 6 U [6 + (K - e6 (F- -0

+oi+ Z U [(K -6 )6 (C -E 0 )dEj . (IV-37)

Here 6(F-F0 ) is the Dirac delta function. This equation can

be generalized to higher differentials. This generalization

is

dn-,= EdnU [6 +(K 0  - 6 )(Cs-C)H
i UUif c[ 6v cs

+k n)dk U (KO' -6 _6 nk+)dc (IV-38)
k =0 k) i3 -v fv0

6m ~ sth
Here 6m(F-C0) is the m-- derivative of the Dirac delta

function1 8 and (n) is the number of combinations of n things

taken k at the time. Thus there is a way to deal with abrupt

changes of the orientation of degenerate eigenvectors of G.
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Abrupt changes in degenerate eigenvectors can be

regarded as either arbitrary or essential. Arbitrary

changes may or may not be the result of some constraint

placed on the eigenvectors other than the eigenvector

equation. Reorientation of degenerate eigenvectors also

occurs when the degeneracy is lifted. These are essential.

It is reasonable in physical problems to assume provisionally

that only essential changes occur. Then remember that the

eigenvectors can be known only modulo an arbitrary linear

combination of degenerate eigenvectors. The l1 and n-

differentials of the degenerate eigenvectors can be known

only modulo a term given by Eqs. (IV-37) and (IV-38),

respectively.

It is worth noting that the method of describing dU

and dA developed in this section can be applied to the

principal axes of any symmetric real matrix, An immediate

example of this is the inertial tensor.

Differential Changes in the Eckart Frame:

A Special Case

When the Eckart vector matrix F is diagonal, the inertial

principal axis frame is coincident with the Eckart frame. The

coincidence of these two frames is approximately true for small

amplitude vibrations. It is also true for some large amplitude

vibrations. It is of particular interest therefore to

calculate dF when F is diagonal. Here the elements of F are
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F = F. 6. . (IV-39)

The elements of dG are

dG., = F.dF,. + F.dF,, . (IV-40)1J 1 1 J J Ji

Note that G = FF is also diagonal, so that U is the identity

matrix I. The matrices dF, dG, and dU are not diagonal

matrices because F may be diagonal only instantaneously.

In order to calculate df from Eq. (IV-17), one needs

dG-1/2 When U= I this becomes

dG-1/2 = /2 + A-1/2dU - l/2A-3/2dA . (IV-41)

The results which follow in this section are for the non-

2 2degenerate case. That is F. =F , when i /j. The elements
1 3

of dU are calculable from Eq. (IV-25). In matrix notation

this is

(U dG U) kj
dU Z = Ui. (IV-42)

Sk/' X k

With Uik = 6 ik' this becomes

F.dF, + F.dF,.
dU, =.--I i7 jij 2 2F. -F.

J 1

and

d U = 0 - (IV-43)

Here we have used the fact that X. = F2.
1 1
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The first term in Eq. (IV-17) is easily evaluated. It is

(dF)G-1/21j = Z dF, G j2 = ZdFkIFI1 6 jk
i k k kg k k k A jk

dF.
(IV-44)

IF I

The second term is more complicated since it involves Eq.

(IV-41). Thus,

FdG-1 2 
- FdUA +FA-/ 2dU-1/2FA-3 2dA . (IV-45)

The first two terms on the right hand side of Eq. (IV-45)

give, with the help of Eq. (IV-43)

FduA-l/2 + FA-l/2dij =

-sign (F., )F ,dF,, + F .dF .,

-(1 1) .1(IV-46)
IF F,1+ Fj

The third term in Eq. (IV-45) is

- 3/2-dF,.
-1/2 FA dAi = F 6 . (IV-47)

Finally, when Eqs. (IV-44), (IV-46), and (IV-47) are

combined, the elements of dF are

-sign(F, )F~dF., .+F.dF,

df,, = -1-(1-6 1J3 31
13 F.I LiF + F.j

dF,, dF,
+ 13D- 6,. . (IV-48)

FI IFi 13
J 1

Note immediately that the diagonal elements of dF vanish

df = 0 . (IV-49)

when i / j
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-sign(F) F,dF,.+ F.dF. dF,.
df ,1 = + 13 . (IV-50)

F .| I F , + IF .| I F i

These results, obtained for the non-degenerate case,

lead to three important conclusions. First, if the change

in F is due to a rotation then dF is given by

dF = dRF

or

dF., =dR..F. (IV-51)

lJJIJ J

where dR is strictly antisymmetric. One sees that the first

term in (IV-50) is zero. Thus

F.

df.. = dR, 3

or

df = dRf . (IV-52)

This formulation confirms that a simple rotation of the

molecule produces a rotation of the Eckart frame.

Secondly, note that if dF is diagonal, the factor

(1- 6..) causes df to be zero. This is confirmed by the
2LJ

results shown in the section of this chapter on"Calculations".

Namely, diagonal changes in dF lead to no incremental motions

of the Eckart frame. This does not preclude all motions of

the Eckart frame, but only infinitesimal motions. Inversions
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are allowed. Indeed the cause of this is easily demonstrated.

In this case

f = F fF~1  . (IV-53)

Since |FI-1 is always positive, whenever one of the diagonal

elements of F goes through zero, the corresponding element

goes from 1 to -l or vice versa.

A third result of Eq. (IV-50) is that it allows incre-

mental motion of the Eckart frame when dF contains off-

diagonal terms. Indeed, if dF is symmetric and the sign of

F, is the same for all i, then

2dF..
df., = 13 (1- 6 ) . (IV-54)

Angular Velocity of the Eckart Frame

The results of the last two sections can be used to

express the angular velocity of the Eckart frame. In order

to do this the matrix formulation of angular velocity is

needed. Consider a vector as seen in two reference frames:

x = Rx' (IV-55)

Here x is the vector as seen in the fixed frame while x' is

the same vector as seen in the moving frame. The matrix R

is the rotation matrix connecting the two frames. The time

derivative of x is
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x = Rx' + Rx' . (IV-56)

Let D, represent the time derivative in the laboratory frame.

Using the orthogonality of R, i.e., RR = I, one has

D9x = RRx + RD Rx . (IV-57)

An operator identity can be seen here

D9= (DPR)R + RDkR . (IV-58)

Differentiation of the orthogonality condition on R shows

RR to be antisymmetric. That is

R = -RR . (IV-59)

An antisymmetric matrix and its Gibbsian cross vector

are related through the cross product by

W y = 1/2 W X Y .(IV-60)

Here y is an arbitrary vector. Equation (IV-58) can be

related to the usual expression for angular velocity

Dr= x + D (IV-61)

if we identify

W = 1/2[(D R)R]

and

DR = RD R (IV-62)
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Now consider a vector which is fixed in the Eckart frame such

as c or f.. It is apparent from Eq. (II-17) that

W = 1/2[-- fJ .(IV_63)

In component form this is

W, = 1/2 f f - f fjk (IV-64)

where (i, j, k) is cyclic.

We see that the angular velocity of the Eckart frame

attached to a molecule can be found by evaluating the

Gibbsian cross of f f. Equation (IV-63) can be evaluated

for a general molecule through the definition of Chapter II.

That is

ff = F G-1/2 + F G-1/2{G-1/2F] . (IV-65)

Several more detailed expressions for Eq. (IV-65) such as

f f = FG F - 1/2FUAUG F

1~ -l/2 1/-l/2
+ F U U G F + F G U U G F (IV-66)

or

ff = FF -1/2FUAA UF

*0+1-- 1/2 ~ 1/2 ~1-
+ FUUF' + FUA 1 UUA 2 UF

can be developed. However, their forms are not those from

which insight can be gained about the relation of molecular

configuration and Eckart frame motion.
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Considerable simplification occurs if the restrictions

used in the last section for the Eckart vector matrix are

used. These restrictions are that the Eckart vector matrix

be diagonal, i.e., F , = F , 6.,, and that G be non-degenerate,

2 2
i.e., F,2 3F 2 for i# j. Again these restrictions in a sense

i j

reduce the situation to a small oscillations case. In com-

ponent form, the matrix product is

F.. F. FF, . +FF,,
(f ), -1= + 1 1 1 3 ji(l -5. . .(IV-67)

IFt Fil IF, + IF.I I IFl1,13I
Equation (IV-64) can now be used to calculate the angular

velocity of the Eckart frame. It is

W =1/2 F .+ i+ j+ 3 ~j F31(IV-68)
k F.F. F,F, IFI - IF I

13

Several interesting results come from this expression

for the angular velocity of the Eckart frame. The second

terms is more sensitive to vibrational motion than the first

term. The first term contributes to wk for purely rotational

motion. The second term does not. This is due to the

antisymmetric part of F3during a pure rotation, as can be

seen from Eq. (111-51). The second term here vanishes for

rotational motion.

The configuration of the molecule is involved in both

terms of Wk through the F 's. Yet the factor (FIJ - |F )/

(IF.! +IF |!) in the second term of wk has a very direct
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geometrical impact on wk If the molecule instantaneously

has a high degree of rotational symmetry about fk, the second

term will almost vanish. In a molecule which is more extended

along f, than f,, or vice versa, vibrational contributions to
1~ J

Wk are more pronounced. Even for molecules in the same point

group and same vibrational mode, the angular velocity of the

Eckart frame is more sensitive to the vibrations of the elon-

gated molecule. In all of these considerations it is helpful

2.
to remember that at equilibrium F. =Z m a. is part of the

1o a a 1
thk- diagonal term of the equilibrium inertial tensor Iok*



CHAPTER V

ANGULAR ACCELERATION OF THE ECKART FRAME

In the last chapter methods were developed to calculate

the differential motion of the Eckart frame and its angular

velocity. In this chapter these methods will be extended

to the angular acceleration of the frame and the second

differential of the frame matrix.

The motivation for pursuing these two topics can be seen

by examining the second derivative of the Eckart vector

matrix

F XMA . (V-l)

The Gibbsian cross of this is

F = m a xx . (V-2)

In terms of the total torque T applied to the molecule

T=F + E m ( -A )x . (V-3)X aa

Part of the torque appears to be applied to the frame itself.

This idea can be useful in situations where there is an

external torque. Example of this are molecules in non"-

uniform electric fields and in magnetic fields. The result

of such a torque would be an angular acceleration of the

59
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molecule and thereby the Eckart frame. It is useful to have

a technique for describing the angular acceleration of the

Eckart frame. Another reason for wanting to describe the

angular acceleration of the Eckart frame is that it is a non-

inertial frame even when there is no external torque. It

could be useful to know what kind of non-inertial effects one

is dealing with when writing the vibrational Hamiltonian and

solving for its eigenvalues.

The form of the angular acceleration of the Eckart frame

is shown below in terms of the first and second derivatives

of the Eckart frame matrix, in order to calculate these

derivatives or their differentials, the technique for finding

differentials of the Gram matrix is extended to second

differentials. Then there is a discussion of the second

differential of the Eckart frame matrix at the end of this

chapter.

From Eq. (IV-62)', the angular velocity is

W = 1/2[RRI . (IV-62)

The angular acceleration is the time derivative of the

angular velocity. That is

a = W = 1/2[RR+ RR] . (V-4)

Relate this to a constant vector in the Eckart frame. The

angular acceleration of the frame is
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a, = 1/2[f f + f f .(V-5)

Equation (V-5) above points out the utility of the

second differential of the Eckart frame, In order to

calculate this, the second differential of the eigenvectors

and eigenvalues of the Gram matrix are needed.

(G- X,)d2U, = (d2X, -d2G)U, +2(dk, -dG)dU, . (V-6)
i 1 3 1 1

The left side of this equation has the same form as Eq.

(IV-21). Similar problems will arise here due to degeneracy.

The number of distinguishable cases to be considered is

increased however. Degeneracy is important for terms on

both sides of Eq. (V-6). For these reasons only the non-

degenerate case is considered here.

The inner product of Eq. (V-6) with U, where X X. is

(X , - X, ) (U.,d U, ) =- (U.,d2GUi ) + 2dX (U.,dU. )
3 3JJ ii

- 2(U.,dGdUi) . (V-7)
J 1

With the substitution of the nondegenerate results for dU

and dX., this is

+ 2+
(X - X,)(U,,d U)=
J 1 3 1

- (U.,I d2GU) + 2 (UdGU, ) ( X- )~ (U.,dGU.)
3 1 1 1 1 3 3 1

- 2 (X -Xk) -l(U ,dGUk) (UkdGUi) . (V-8)

k /i
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The equation specifies all the components of d2U. except the

component along . To find this component examine the

second differential of the orthogonality condition. Since

the U. are all real, it is

+ 2++
(U1 ,d U.) = -(dU.,dU,) . (V-9)

l 1 1 1

2-+
The component of d U. along U does not vanish. Using the

non-degenerate results for dU again, one has

+2+ (U k dGU )

(U d U,) = .(V-10)
1 k/i (X -k )2

The second differential of U. is therefore

2

2->- ud2GUi (U dGU.) (U dGU,)
d U 1 = Z U v - -, (X .- )2

j J 3 k

- 2 (UdGUk) (UkdGUI -U (UkdGU i) (V-1l)

k/i (X. - X.)(X -x J Xk/i (X, - X)
Si k i k

The vector U, belongs to the zero eigenvalue of (G-X.).
1i

Therefore the right hand side of Eq. (V-6) is orthogonal to

U.. That is

+ 2X, 2÷
(U,,[(d2 d .-2G)U, + 2 (d -dG)dU.] ) = 0 (V-12)
1f d 1 1 1

Therefore d2X i
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(6.,dG-6.i) (dG ) 3

d2X , U=d2GU,+2 z(V-13)

Note that the nondegenerate form of dUi was used here again,

Although the technique developed here and Chapter IV

used differentials of U and X , derivatives will work as

well. There is no requirement of smallness here.

The second differential of the Eckart frame matrix is

d2 f = d2 FG-1 /2 + 2dFdG-1 /2 +Fd2 G- 1/2 .(V-14)

The first differential of G-1/2 given in Eq. (IV-18) is

dG/ =dUA-/ 2U+UA- 2dU -1/2UA- 3 2dAU

The second differential is

d2 G-1/2 = d2 UA-1 / 2-+UA-1 2 d dUA-3/ 2 dAU

- 3/2 -1/2 -5/2 2~

- UA dAdU + 2dUA 1 du + 3/4UA (dA) U

- 1/2UA-3 2d 2AU . (V-15)

Directly combinding the three equations above will yield

a matrix equation of eleven terms. Each term is the product

of at least four matrices. This difficulty is compounded

2+ 2
when one considers the complex structures of d U and d N.

given in Eqs. (V-ll) and (V-13). As was seen in Chapter IV
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in the section on differential changes in the Eckart frame

matrix for a special case, these calculations are not readily

understood in a physical sense unless they are presented in

terms of the F matrix and its differentials dF and d2F. This

is so because these matrices can be related to the config-

uration of the molecule and the velocities and accelerations

of the nuclei. Each term in d2f involves F and its differ-

entials at least four times.

One way to proceed is to make simplifying approximations

about assumed motions of the nuclei, This has not yet been

done. One approach might be to use a diagonal F matrix with

a zero d2F. This corresponds to a molecule near equilibrium

with vanishing nuclear accelerations. Another approach which

is physically more interesting is a nondiagonal F matrix with

a zero dF matrix. In this case the nuclear velocities vanish.

For some vibrational modes this can correspond to a molecule

at its maximum vibrational amplitude,



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

Eckart frame motions have been treated in this work from

the point of view of molecular vibrations. Computer calcu-

lations of the orientation of the Eckart frame were done for

a total of twenty-seven modes of vibration for molecules

falling into five point groups. The point groups include

C2vI C3v, C4 v, D4 h, and 0 h. Both rotational motion of the

frame and inversions of the frame were observed in these

calculations. It is important that in one case there was a

significant rotation of the Eckart frame for a small ampli-

tude motion. The inversions are important only in large

amplitude vibrations. These inversions will have to be

taken into account in large-amplitude vibrational-energy

calculations when these inversions occur. These calculations

also show no change in the Eckart vector matrix F for

"ungerade" modes of the D4 h and 0 h molecules.

A technique for calculating differential changes in the

orientation of the Eckart frame has been developed. This

technique was applied to the special case of a molecule near

equilibrium. The results of this calculation support several

of the results of the computer calculations. These differ-

ential calculations show that off-diagonal changes of the F

65
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matrix are necessary for rotations of the Eckart frame. The

inversions of the frame are demonstrated for the case of no

off-diagonal changes in F. The angular velocity of the

Eckart frame was also treated in terms of differential

changes in the frame orientation. The mass distribution

within a molecule of a point group was found to be signif-

icant. Molecular vibrations will contribute to the angular

velocity of the frame more when the molecule is elongated.

The technique for calculating differential changes in

the orientation of the Eckart frame was extended to second

differentials in Chapter V. The connection between angular

acceleration of the frame and the second derivative of the

Eckart frame matrix is shown. A connection between the

Gibbsian cross of the second time derivative of the Eckart

vector matrix and torque is shown. The importance of the

Eckart vector matrix F in terms of the configuration of the

molecule was discussed.

A review of the Eckart frame has been presented. The

Eckart frame itself was discussed in Chapter II. The iden-

tity between the Eckart frame matrix and the inverse of the

Euler matrix is presented there also. The development of

the Eckart conditions in terms of Casimir' s condition on

the kinetic energy is presented in Chapter III. Sayvetz'

extension of Casimir's condition is also discussed. Louck's

evaluation of the Jacobian of the transformation from the

laboratory frame to the Eckart frame is presented.



APPENDIX A

The Eckart frame matrix and the principal axes of

inertia were calculated using this program. This program

is in the Fortran IV G programming language. The main program

is on the first two pages which follow. Each separate sub-

program is on a separate page after that.

67
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FORTRAN IV LEVEL 21 MAIN DATE 7173 15/41

C0OI IMPLICIT REAL' 3(A-I ,M,O-Z)
0002 REAL K
3333 INTEGER WV2

c THE FOLLOWING CARD MUST HAVE THE FORM:

C DIMENSION A(3,N),X(3,N),R(3,N),T(N,3),P(N,3),M(NPN)
)304 DIMENS ION A43,7)hX(3,7)hR(3,7)T (7,3)P(7 3 ) M(77)

1)0)5 DIMENSION Al(3,3) ,B(3,3),C(3, 3 0 (3,3),U(3,3)
0006 DIMENSION F (3,3) ,G(3, 3)91(3,3) ,WVl(3) ,WV2(3) ,FL(3,3)

0007 DIMENSION Gs(6), [S(6)

3008 CALL ERRSET(207,256,-1,1)
0009 CALL ERRSET(208,256,-1,1)
0010 CALL ERRSET(209,256,-1, 1)
001 READ 1040,N
3)12 1043 FORMAT (12)
0013 PRINT 2)43,N
0014 2040 FORMAT (' THE NUMBER OF ATCMS IS'#I2)
0015 DO 50 JR=1,N
0)16 DO 50 JC=1,t
0017 M(JRp,JC)0.

0018 50 CONTINUE
0)19 READ 3050,(V(JCJC),JC=, N)

0020 3050 FORMAT (F14.10)

0021 PRINT 2000
0022 20.) FORMAT U/,' MAT M =',/)

3323 CALL DMATPR (MN,N)
C THE MATRICIES A&R ARE INPUT AS THEIR TRANSPOSES

0024 READ 1050, ((A(JRJC),JR=1,3),JC=lN)
1025 PRINT 2001

0126 2)31 FORMAT (/,' MAT A =',/)

002 GALL DMATPR (A,3,N)

0028 READ 1050, ((R(JRJC),JR=1,3),JC=IN)
0029 1)53 FORMAT (3F14.L0)
0030 PRINT 2002

0031 2002 FORMAT (/,' MAT R =,1/)

0032 CALL DMATPP (R,3,N)
0033 CALL MTRA (AT,3.N,0)
0034 CALL GMPR (P,T,P,N,N,3)

0035 DO 3000 Kl=1,18
0036 PRINT 350)

0037 K=-.6+.1*K1
0038 CALL SMPY (R,K,X,3,N,0)
0039 CALL GMAD (),A,X,3,N)
004.) 353) FORMAT(IHI)
0041 PRINT 1150,1K
0042 1150 FO R MATCr4 * FOR K

0043 PRINT 1223
0044 1220 FORMAT (/,' MAT X ='/)

)045 CALL DMATPR(X,3,N)
0046 1190 FORMAT(/,' MAT I ,/)

0047 CALL INERTM(X,M,IiN)
0048 PRINT 1190
0049 PRINT 11170, ((I(JRJC),JC=1,3),JR=1,3)
0050 CALL EIGENJ(3,3,1 ,U ,WV1,WV2,MI)

3051 PRINT 1200
-052 1200 FORMAT (/' THE PRINCIPAL AXIS FRAME IS',/)

0053 PRINT 1170, ((U(JRJC),JCf1,3),JR=L,3)
0054 PRINT 1160
1055 116) FORMAT (/,' MAT F =,/)
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FCRTRAN IV ( LEVEL 21 MAIN DATE 77173 15/41,

0056 CALL GMPR (X,P,F,3,N,3)
0057 PRINT 1171,((F(JRJCJJC=1,3)bJR=1,3
0058 1170 FORMAT (3X,3020.13)
0059 PRINT 118J
936) 118 FORMAT (/, MAT G =,/)
0061 CALL MATA ( F ,GS,3,3,0)
0062 CALL SGTR(GS,G,3)
0063 PRINT 1170,((G(JR ,JCJC=1,3),JR=1,3
0064 CALL EI;ENJ(3,3,G ,UWVlWV2,M1)
0065 00 300 K3=1.3
0066 00 300 K4=1,3
0067 D(K3,K4)=0.0
0068 300 CONTINUE
)169 00 200 K2=1,3
0070 0(K2 tK2 )=1. /DSQRT (G (K2,K2))
0071 200 CONTINUE
0972 CALL GMPR (LD,B,3,3,3)
0073 CALL MIPA(U,C ,3,3,0)
0074 CALL GMPR (E,C,AlI3,3,3)
1075 CALL GMPR (F,A1,FL,3,3,3)
0076 PRINT 1210
1077 1210 FORMAT (/,' THE ECKART FRAME IS',/)
0078 PRINT 1170, ((FL(JRJC)tJC-1,3),JR=I,3)
0079 3000 CONT INUE
%180 STOP
0081 END
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 2I DMATPR DATE = 77173 15/414

0001 SUBRGUTINE CMATPR (X,N,M)
0002 IMPLICIT REALk8 (A-HbC-Z)

0003 DIMENSION X(NM)
0004 Kl=M/6
0035 K6=Kl+1
0006 00 49 K2=1,K6
0007 K7=6*(K2-1)+1
3008 DO 48 K3=1,N
0009 IF(6*K2-M) S1,92,93
0010 93 K4=M
0011 L1=0
0012 GO TO 80
0313 92 K4=M
)014 L1=
0015 GO TO 80
0016 91 K46*K2
3017 Ll=1
0018 80 PRINT 1000,(X(K3,K5),K5=K7,K4)
0019 1000 FURMAT(6(2X,020.13))
3020 , 48 CONTINUE
0021 IF (L1.GT.0)PRINT 1001
0022 1001 FORMAT1AJHO, OVERSIZED MATRIX - SEE NEXT LINE'

0023 49 CONTINUE
0024 RETURN
0025 END
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G LEVEL 21 MTRA

SUBROUT INE WTRA (A R ,N,, M S)"
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z)

C
c PURPOSE
C TRANSPOSE A MATRIX

DATE = 77173FORTRAN IV

0032

0003

0004
0005
00,6

0007
0008
3009
3l10
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015

MATRIX A (AND R)

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C

REMARKS
MATRIX R CANNOT BE IN THE SAMt LOCATION AS MATRIX A

SUBROUTlNES AND FUNCTION SOGRA
MCPY

METHOD
TRANSPOSE N BY M MATRIX A TO FORM M BY N MATRIX R BY MOVING

EACH ROW OF A INTO THE CORRESPONDING COLUMN OF A. IF MATRIX
A IS. SYMMETRIC OR DIAGONAL, MATRIX A IS THE SAME AS A.

DIMENSION A(1),R(1i

IF MS IS I OR 2f COPY A

IF(MS) 10,2C,10
10 CALL MCPY(A,R,N,N,MS)

RETURN

TRANSPOSE GENERAL MATRIX

20 1IR=0
DO 30 I=1,1
IJ=I-N
00 30 J=1,N
I J= I J+N
1R=IR+1

30 R(IR)=A(IJ)
RETURN
END

USAGE
CALL MTRA(A,R,N,M,MS)

DESCRIPTION Or PARAMETERS
A - NAME OF MATRIX TO BE TRANSPOSED
R - NAME OF OUTPUT MATRIX
N - NUMBER OF ROWS CF A AND COLUMNS OF R
M - NLMBER OF COLUMNS CF A AND ROWS F R
MS - ONE DIGI.T NUMBER FOR STORAGE MODE OF

0 - GENERAL
1 - SYMMETRIC
2 - DIAGONAL

C
C
C
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FCkTRAN IV U LEVEL 21 GMPR DATE = 77173 15/41,

.001 SUBROUTINE GMPR (A,B,R,N,ML)
0002 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (tA-HC-Z
3103 DIMENSICN A(1),U(l),R(1)

C

0004 IR=O
0005 IK=-M
0106 00 10 K=1,L
CO07 IK=IK+M
0008 DO 10 J=1,N
3109 IR'IR+1
0010 JI=J-N
0011 1B=-IK
0)12 R(IR)=O

0313 DO 10 1=1,M
0014 JI=JI+N
0015 1B=IB+1

0)1u 10 R([R)=R(IR)*A(JI)*B(1B)
0017 RETURN
0018 END

I
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0001
0002

0003
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IV G LEVEL 21 SMPY DATE 77173 15/41

SUBROUTINE SMPY(ACRvN, MMS)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HC-L)

C
C PURPOSE
C MULTIPLY EACH ELEMENT OF A MATRIX BY A SCALAR TO FORM A
C RESULTANT MATRIX
C
C USAGE
C CALL SMPY(A ,CPR ,N,MtMS)
C
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
C A - NAME OF INPUT MATRIX
C C - SCALAR
C R - NAME OF OUTPUT MATRIX
C N - NUMBER OF ROWS IN MATRIX A AND R
C M - NUMBE R CF COLUMNS IN MATRIX A AND R
C MS - ONE DIGIT NUMBER FOR STORAGE MODE OF MATRIX A (AND R)
C ) GENERAL
C 1 - SYMMETRIC
C 2 - DIAGONAL
C
c REMARKS
C NONE
C
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED
c LOC
C
C METHOD
c SCALAR IS MULTIPLIED BY EACH ELEMENT OF MATRIX
C
C ................-------.- +*--******

C
DIMENSION A(1),R(1)

C
C COMPUTE VECTOR LENGTH, IT
C

CALL LCC(NPOIT,N,M,MS)
C
C MULTIPLY BY SCALAR
C

DO 1 1ltIT
1 R(I)=A(I)*C
RETURN
END

coos
0006
0007
0008
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FORTRAN

0002

0033

0004

0005
o006

0007
0008

IV G LEVE

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
c
C
C
CC

C
C
C

C
C

C

C
C

IL
1 V% 11

21 GMAD DATE = 77.73r

SUBROUTINE GMAD (A,B,R,N,M)
IMPLICIT REALTY 8 (A-HC-Z)

PURPOSE
ADDU TkO GENERAL MATRICES TO FORM RESULTANT GENERAL MATRIX

USAGE
CALL GMADD(A,B,R,N,M)

DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
A - NAME OF FIRST INPUT MATRIX
B - NAME OF SECOND INPUT MATRIX
P - NAME OF OUTPUT MATRIX
N - NUMBER OF ROWS IN AB,R
M - NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN A,8,R

REMARKS
ALL MATRICES MUST BE STORED AS GENERAL MATRICES

SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED

NONE

METHOD
ADDITION IS PERFORMED ELEMENT BY ELEMENT

.... ... .... ... .... ... .... ... --- e .- es** **** ** ** **

DIMENS ION A (i),B(i),R(1)

CALCULATE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS

NM=N, M

ADD MATRICES

1)0 10 I=I,NP
I) R (I)=A (I)+B (I)

RETURN
.END

I I
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FORTRAN IV LEVEL 21 INERTM DATE = 77173 15/41

1011 SUIBRCUTINE INERTM (X,M,I,N)
0002 IMPLICIT REAL *8(A-1,MC-Z)
0003 DIMENSION X(3,N),M(N,N),I(3,3)
00 )4 00 100 JR=1,3
0005 DO 100 JC=1,3
0006 I(JRJChO.
2107 100 CONTINUE
3008 DO 101 JC=1,N
0009I 1(i,1)=1(1, 1)+M(JCJC)*(X(2,JC)*X(2,JC)+X(3,JCI*X(3,JC))
0010 ( 12) =1 (1,2) -M( JCJC)'*X lJC)*X (2, JC)

0011 Il(1,2)=I (1,3)-M(JCJC)*X(1,JC)*X(3,JC)
)012 1(2,2)=1(2,2)+M(JCJC)*(X(1,JC)*X(1,JC)+X(3,JC)*X(3,JC))
0013 1(2,3)=I L2,3)-M(JCJC)*X(2,JC)*X(3,JC)
0014 1(3, 3t) (3,3)+M(JCJC)*(X(1,JC)*X(lJC)+X(2,JCJ*X(2,JC))
0)15 101 CONTINUE
0016 I(2,1)=(1,2)
0017 1(3,1)=I(1,3)
0018 I(3,2)=1(2,3)
0019 RETURN
0020 END

z"40aww"
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FORTRAN IV G. LEVEL 21 MATA DATE 77173 15/41

0001 SUbROUTINE fATA(A,R,N,M,MS)
0002 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-L)
0003 DIMENSION ACI),R(1)

C
0004 DO 60 K=1,P
0005 KX=(K'K-K1/2
0006 DO 60 J=1,
0007 IF(J-K) 10,10,60
0006 10 IRtJ+KX
0009 R(IR)=O
0010 00 60 =1,N

)Oil IF(MS) 20,40,20
0012 20 CALL LCC(1,J,lA,N,M,MS)
0013 CALL LCC(I,K,IB,N,M,MS)
0014 IF(IA) 30,6C,30
0015 30 IF(IB) 50,6C,50
0016 4) IA=N*(J-1)tI
0017 IB=Nf(K-1)+I
0313 50 R(CR)R(IR)+A(IA)*A(IB)
0)19 6) CONTINUE
0020 RETURN
0021 END
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FCETRAN IV G LEVEL I SGTR DATE 77173 15/41,

00C1 SUBROUTINE SGTR(XSXN)
0002 IMPLICIT REAL-rS ( A-HO-L)
0003 DIMENSION X(NN),XS(1)
0r04 00 100 J=1,N
0005 Ji=(J*J-J)/2
0()06 00 OJ 1=1,J
0007 X(I, J) =XS( 14J 1
0008 IF(J.NE.i) X(JI)=X(IJ)
009 100 CONTINUE
0010 RETURN
0011 END
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FORTRAN IV U LEVEL 21 GSTR DATE 77173 15/41,

0001 SUBROUTINE CSTR(XXSN)
0002 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
)003 DIMENSION X(NN),XS(1)
0004 DO 100 Jv1,N
0005 J= (JtJ-J)/2
0006 00 100 1=1,J
3007 XS(I+J1)=X(IJ)
OCC8 100 CONTINUE
0009 RETURN
0010 END



I V
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DATE '77173 15/41L LVF C T N

OCC45

00 J10

337
3138

C
C
C

C
C
C

C 21 MCPY

UBVPUUT INF tCPY (A,9R , NoMIMS)
IMPLIC IT R E A L8 ( A-H,C-L)
DIMENS ICN A(1),R(I)

CUMPULF VECTOR LLNuTH, IT

CALL LCC(,, LT,N,M,MS)

C( PY MATRIX

10 1 I=4I)t
i ( I ) A I

AF:TUkN
L NO
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FOP TRAN IV G LVCL 21 LOC DATE = 77173 15/41

30S 1 SURUT INE LOC( IJ, IRNMMS)
C

0002 IX= I
0003 Jx=J
0004 IF(MS-1) 12,23,30
Y)05 1) IRX=N (JX-1)+IX
0006 GO TO 36
301' 7 20 IF(IX-JX) 2 2,24,24
008 22 IRX=IX+( JX kJX-JX)/2
0009 GO TO 36
0010 24 1RX=JX+(IX*IX-lX)/2
0111 GO TO 36
0112 3) IRX=)
0013 IF(IX-JX) 36,32,36
3014 32 IRX=1X
0)1$ 30 IR=IRX
0016 RETURN
0017 EN0
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